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Many mod websites offer up-to-date
versions of the Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare 3 (MW3) hack, but if you’d like to
make your own hack then I’ve got some
tips on how to do it. "David alexandre",
alex, "sutherland, david", "Vancouver,
alex",, "other, david",, "are you writing
any kind of error message? to be honest, i
was kinda expecting one when it failed
because of those various question marks
throughout the file",, "i've been trying for
20 minutes and i've had no luck figuring
out why it's not working",, "so i'm
guessing it's not a mod menu.bmp or
something along those lines",, "anyway, if
you need help or something, give me a
shout, i'd be happy to help",, "sorry for
the late reply, got home late and didn't



want to log on earlier to check on you if i
didn't have to, thanks for offering
though",, "and if you figure out what's
going on, i'd love to know, too",, "from
what it looks like it's an actual installable
menu. if you know of a way to make
it.bmp, please tell me! i'll try something
different then",, "thanks for the help",,
"I'm not a modder but am looking forward
to the modding opportunities in the
game",, "thanks for the help, i've been
doing some googling myself and from
what i've read, both of the above links
should work to create a menu",, "you're
welcome",, "i'm going to read the wiki for
the manuel as well",, "it would be helpful
if you could come up with a new menu
that doesn't crash, and come back to it
later to help me",, "what kind of error
message are you getting?",, "try changing
the path for the.bmp in the modding.edp



to just the menu names.",, "you can get
the example.bmp off the youtube tutorial
that's linked on the official Call of Duty
website.",, "what are you using for your
dvd drive? are you also trying to use mods
or is it just the one menu file?",, "also,
consider using an online drive. For
example, mediafire, rapidshare, yola.",, "i
know you don't want to do f988f36e3a
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